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The Retirement Account 
delivers clarity so you 

can manage your client’s 
pension flexibly in one place

The Retirement Account 
is simple to set up and 
use, competitively priced 
and allows clients to 
consolidate pensions, build 
up retirement savings 
and seamlessly move into 
pension drawdown or access 
guaranteed income when 
the time is right.
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How does The Retirement Account work?

The introduction of Pension Freedoms still ranks as the most liberating event to affect the 
retirement industry in a generation.

The Retirement Account is an end-to-end pension solution. It includes everything you need 
to seamlessly guide clients from accumulation and consolidation to decumulation, whether 
that’s via drawdown, guaranteed income or both, as well as tax-efficient ways to manage 
their legacy.Today, clients are faced with choice and opportunity at a 

level that would seem unbelievable just a short time ago.

The Retirement Account is a solution built for today’s clients. 
Designed with flexibility at its core, clients can use it to 
consolidate funds, make regular contributions, accumulate 
pension savings and seamlessly move into drawdown or 
guaranteed income when they’re ready. 

Our retirement credentials
We take care of the retirement, investment and protection 
needs of millions of people around the world. In total, we 
look after more than £1,341bn* of assets for our customers. 

As a pension provider, we take our responsibilities seriously. 
It’s our job to support you at every step of your journey which 
is why we’re committed to excellence in customer service 
throughout our products, and why we make the process of 
dealing with us as simple and smooth as possible. 

With no restrictions on your ability to adapt, now or in the  
future, you’ll always have the freedom to adjust for evolving 
client or economic circumstances.

Pre-retirement, clients can use The Retirement Account to 
consolidate pensions, including defined benefit and defined 
contribution schemes, and invest their  
uncrystallised savings. 

When they move into retirement, The Retirement Account 
allows them to combine a cash account with both 
drawdown and guaranteed income options.  

That means you can cater to those looking for 
both certainty and flexibility in income, while still 
delivering tax-efficiency and the potential  
for growth.

Introducing The Retirement Account

*as at 31 December 2021.
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The features at a glance

Investment choice
The Retirement Account has a robust investment proposition which 
boasts a broad range of more than 2,000 funds covering all the main 
asset classes.

We’ve partnered with Morningstar to provide you with a 
comprehensive fund research centre with daily unit prices, 
performance information, fund fact sheets and tools that allow you 
to quickly view funds, compare funds, search and segment by fund 
sector and asset class and complete in-depth analysis.

Model Portfolio Manager
Our Model Portfolio Manager tool allows  you to create, amend and 
close model portfolios, assign clients to and remove clients from 
model portfolios, perform ad-hoc rebalances or set up regular auto 
rebalances for individual clients.

Money 
in

Cash Account

Employer & Client Contributions – 
can be regular (monthly, quarterly, 

annually) or one-o�

Pension Savings
Consolidate and accumulate
   Ability to phase retirement through 
 automated drawdown
  Access tax-free cash in one go or in stages

  Comprehensive investment choice

  Flexible death benefits

Pension Drawdown
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Flexible drawdown
Take benefits flexibly

  Flexible withdrawals –      
     regular and/or lump sum     
     (taxable)

 Same comprehensive 
 investment choice

 Flexible death benefits

Guaranteed income
Take benefits with certainty

 Guaranteed lifetime income  
 that can be purchased   
 seamlessly at any point

 Underwritten, competitive 
 rates with a range of flexible  
 death benefits

     Reinvest or defer 
     guaranteed income

Pension transfers – 
non-crystallised

Pension transfers -
crystallised

Cash Account Cash Account

1

2

Client 
payment Tax-free cash Taxable IncomeTaxable Income or lump sums

from investments

* Guaranteed income can be seamlessly reinvested in 
Pension Drawdown through any of our investment  
solutions or le� in the cash account. No tax payable  
until the income is paid out.

1

2

With guaranteed income, you can:-

Take income (taxable)

 Reinvest income*

+

+
+
+

+

+

+

+

+

+

Product charges

Annual account charge (tiered)

Up to £75k 0.40%

Between £75k & £150k 0.30%

Between £150k & £1m 0.20%

Excess above £1m 0.10%

* Guaranteed income can be seamlessly reinvested in Pension Drawdown through 
any of our investment solutions or left in the cash account. No tax payable  until 
the income is paid out.

With guaranteed income, you can:-

1  Take income (taxable)                     2      Reinvest income*
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The Retirement Account Dashboard 

Easy set-up, full support 

The Retirement Account is designed for simplicity and usability. And if you do need support, our award-
winning customer service and technical assistance are just a phone call away.

As part of our service we have develop the Retirement Account online dashboard, which helps you to: 

• Create, store and easily find quotes 

• Submit applications online and track progress 

• Track the value of your client’s investments 

• Set up funds to auto-rebalance 

• Create and manage model portfolios 

• View customer documentation online 

• Switch funds and manage investment strategies 

• Download bulk client information, view TRA cases in 
Intelliflo and respond to Origo ‘single contract enquiry’ 

• Make an ad-hoc crystallisation, take ad-hoc income 
and manage drawdown

The Customer Dashboard 

Our Investment proposition 

The Retirement Account offers access to three distinct fund ranges, all with specific 
objectives and potential uses.  

 + Funds can be selected from any part of the range

 + Same product charges apply across the fund range

 + Auto-rebalancing of investment funds – monthly, quarterly,  annually or on an ad-hoc basis

 + Different fund choices can be made for Pension Savings and  Pension Drawdown 

 + Model Portfolio Manager Tool available

The Core Range draws on the expertise of Canada Life Asset 
Management to offer a simple, low-cost, set of insured multi-
asset funds utilising both passive and active management 
styles that can align to a variety of risk profiles.

To provide choice and flexibility to blend across different 
fund managers, the Core range also includes 14 exclusive 
insured funds designed to give access to the investment 
expertise of Brewin Dolphin.

• A low-cost, time-efficient solution 

• Simple options to suit nearly all clients with  
straightforward needs

• Clear, logical structure so it’s easy to make  
the right choice 

What is it? Why use the Core Range?

The Governed Range is made up of a broad selection of 
well-researched single & multi–asset insured funds from 
established asset managers, ranging from specialist 
boutiques to leading global investment houses, all selected 
and governed in conjunction with external specialists Square 
Mile Investment Consulting and Research.

• A wider range of ‘best in class’ funds from established 
investment houses at competitive cost

• An extra layer of confidence because funds are 
selected and assessed continuously through a robust 
governance process

What is it? Why use the Governed Range?

• For ultimate flexibility to select from a platform-style 
fund range where you can build investment strategies 
that align to your own model portfolios or centralised 
investment propositions

• Extensive exposure to investment sectors and markets 
through direct investment in OEICS and Unit Trusts

The Extended Range has been created to offer choice and 
exposure across all investment  sectors and markets through 
direct access to  collective investments.

What is it? Why use the Extended Range?

The Extended Range

The Core Range

The Governed Range

INVESTMENT CONSULTING & RESEARCH
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We have also developed the Customer Dashboard which will allow your clients easy 
access to their account information and allow them to view their: 

Your clients will not be able to make any changes to their account via the dashboard 
and will still need to contact you or Canada Life to make these changes.

Account valuation Fund choices Payments in and out
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Who is The Retirement Account not suitable for?

The Retirement Account may not be appropriate for clients who: 

• Have less than £20,000 to invest at the start.

• Want to contribute to Pension Savings but already have an employer pension scheme which might be a better option. 

•  Want to take their whole pension pot immediately in one go. 

Who is the Retirement Account suitable for?

Clients who may be especially suited to benefit from The Retirement Account include:

• Those looking for a tax-efficient place to consolidate their pensions.
•  Those seeking reassurance that their retirement plan can flex to meet changes in circumstance: illness, long-term care or 

income which varies over time, for example.
•  Those who have transferred from a defined benefit scheme, but still want a guaranteed income.

Above all, The Retirement Account is designed for flexibility. That makes it suitable for 
a broad range of clients, wherever they are in their retirement journey and however 
complex – or simple – their needs. 

Lisa
Lisa is a 53-year-old engineer with a 
pension pot of £435,000, made up of 
four separate work pensions. She wants 
to consolidate her pensions in one 
place so her adviser can manage her 
investment strategy more easily and 
at lower cost. The Retirement Account 
is flexible enough to ensure that Lisa’s 
pension can adapt to her changing 
needs in the future. 

Here’s how The Retirement Account can work for three typical client scenarios:

Dolores
Dolores is an ex-accountant aged 64. 
She’s transferred her defined benefit 
scheme to a defined contribution 
scheme but as she enters retirement 
she would still like an element of 
certainty, specific to her needs and 
circumstances. With The Retirement 
Account you can guarantee some or 
all of her income using a mixture of 
guaranteed income and drawdown, 
giving her a dependable source of 
money coming in for life, with a nest-
egg to invest or spend.

Al
Al is a small business owner with a 
substantial investment and pension 
portfolio. At 55, he wants to start to 
scale down his business ahead of 
retirement, so he uses The Retirement 
Account to move part of his pension pot 
into drawdown and start taking a small 
tax-efficient supplementary income.

The Retirement 
Account – a 
pension solution 
flexible enough 
to deal with your 
clients’ needs 
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Canada Life Limited is authorised by the Prudential Regulation Authority and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and the Prudential Regulation Authority. Registered in England and Wales 
no. 973271. Registered office: Canada Life Place, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 5BA. Canada Life Platform Limited, trading as Canada Life, is a subsidiary of The Canada Life Group (UK) Limited, and is 
authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. Registered in England and Wales no. 8395855. Registered office: Canada Life Place, Potters Bar, Hertfordshire EN6 5BA.
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Call us 
0800 032 7689
Lines are open Monday  
to Friday from 9am to 5pm

By email
ifaservice.ra@canadalife.co.uk

Online
www.canadalife.co.uk/adviser-support/

Contact us
Interested in The Retirement Account for your clients? Our 
sales team will be happy to support you further either over 
the phone or face to face.

You can also speak to our technical support team at any time 
and access sales aids, client brochures and video guides at  
www.canadalife.co.uk/retirement/the-retirement-account/
adviser-resources/


